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ABSTRACT Measurements were made of the extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) of the iron site in
photosynthetic reaction centers from the bacterium Rhodopseudomonas sphaeroides. Forms with two quinones, two
quinones with added o-phenanthroline, and one quinone were studied. Only the two forms containing two quinones
maintained their integrity and were analyzed. The spectra show directly that the added o-phenanthroline does not
chelate the iron atom. Further analysis indicates that the iron is octahedrally coordinated by nitrogen and/or oxygen
atoms located at various distances, with the average value of about 2.14 A. The analysis suggests that most of the
ligands are nitrogens and that three of the nitrogen ligands belong to histidine rings. This interpretation accounts for
several unusual features of the EXAFS spectrum. We speculate that the quinones are bound to the histidine rings in
some manner. Qualitative features of the absorption edge spectra also are discussed and are related to the Fe-ligand
distance.
I. INTRODUCTION
The primary processes in bacterial photosynthesis occur in
a complex called the "reaction center," which contains
protein, bacteriochlorophyll, bacteriopheophytin, two qui-
nones, and a single iron atom. Excitation of the reaction
center by light results in electron transfer from a bacterio-
chlorophyll complex to one of the quinones, via one or
more intermediary electron carriers (1, 2). An electron
moves from the first quinone to the second in about 100 gs
(3, 4). The iron atom has been implicated in facilitating
electron transfer between the two quinones; removal of the
Fe prevents this reaction (5). The significance of this
observation is unclear, however, because the conditions
used to remove the iron also cause dissociation of the
protein subunits of the reaction center (6). It is not known
how the iron is disposed relative to the quinones. The iron
chelator o-phenanthroline (o-phen) blocks electron trans-
fer between the quinones (3, 7, 8), but it has not been clear
whether this occurs as a result of iron chelation or by some
other mechanism. Both quinones must be close to the iron,
because there is a strong magnetic interaction between the
iron and the anionic radical of either quinone (1). None-
theless, Butler et al. (9) have shown that extraction of the
quinones from reaction centers causes only minor changes
in the magnetic properties of the iron. Magnetic suscepti-
bility data (9) are consistent with the iron's being in a
distorted octahedral ligand configuration. Additional
information regarding ligand distances and the nature of
the ligands has not been available.
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To obtain information on the iron site in reaction
centers, we have used extended x-ray absorption fine
structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy. The EXAFS technique
uses an atom's own electrons as a probe of the local
environment (10-15). By using x rays of appropriate
energy one can excite an electron from the Is state' of a
selected atomic species to an unbound propagating state.
The wavelength of the outgoing electron can be varied by
changing the energy of the exciting x ray. The electron
wave is scattered by the atoms surrounding the absorbing
atom, so that the outgoing and backscattered waves inter-
fere near the nucleus of the absorbing atom, where the Is
state is localized. As one changes the x-ray energy and
thus the photoelectron wavelength, the interference varies
between constructive and destructive. This manifests itself
in modulations in the x-ray absorption coefficient as a
function of energy. These may be interpreted to charac-
terize the local environment of the absorbing atom, yield-
ing information about the coordination number, the types
of neighbors, and the degree of disorder.
In its simplest form, the fractional change in atomic
absorption coefficient ,u that is induced by the presence of
neighboring atoms can be expressed by (10-16)
(A- o)hsox (k)
NjBj(k)
rj2
exp(-2rj/X)sin[2krj + bj(k)]
x exp(-2k20rj2). (1)
'We deal only with K-edge EXAFS in this paper.
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Here ,go is the atomic absorption coefficient of an isolated
atom and is a smoothly varying function of energy. The
sum is over coordination shells at distances rj. A coordina-
tion shell consists of Nj similar atoms at the average
distance rj, and oj is the root-mean-square variation of
their distances about the average. The distances to individ-
ual atoms in a given coordination shell may differ due to
thermal motion or structural disorder. The electron wave
number k is defined by h2k2/2m = (E - Eo), where E is
the photon energy, and Eo and m are the binding energy
and mass of the electron. The functions B(k) and 5(k)
include, respectively, the backward scattering amplitude
and the phase shift, which both depend on the type of
backscatterer, and X is a phenomenological mean-free-
path term that is intended to account for the finite lifetime
of the propagating state and is generally a function of k.
B(k) and 6(k) also include contributions from the absorb-
ing atom.
It is possible to extract rj and aj from the EXAFS
spectrum by the "ratio method," in which one compares
the sample of interest with a suitable standard (12). The
EXAFS due to a given coordination shell (j) is isolated by
Fourier filtering, and its phase and amplitude are deter-
mined as functions of k for both the sample and the
standard. If the backscattering atoms are of the same type
in both (and certain criteria are satisfied as discussed
below), the phase difference will be 2k(r2- r1), where r2
and r, are the distances to the coordination shells in the
sample and the standard. A plot of the phase difference vs.
k will then extrapolate to zero at k = 0. Similarly, a plot of
the logarithm of the ratio of the amplitudes vs. k2 will yield
a straight line of slope equal to twice the difference in u2
and an intercept of 1n(N1r /N2r2) at k = 0. If the
backscattering atoms are not the same, or a is not small
enough for the form of Eq. 1 to be valid, the phase
difference and amplitude ratio will generally have a more
complicated variation with k.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Data were taken during several runs at the Stanford Synchrotron
Radiation Laboratory (SSRL) using beam lines I, II in its original form,
and IV (the wiggler line). The data that were acquired during different
runs, with different samples, and different beam lines were mutually
consistent, although the quality improved substantially in later measure-
ments when a filter assembly (17) was added to the fluorescence
apparatus. The best signal-to-noise ratio was obtained by measuring the
reaction centers in a fluorescence mode (18) and the model compounds in
a transmission mode. The iron in the reaction center samples was so
dilute (-2.8 mM) that no usable spectra were obtainable in the transmis-
sion mode. Most of the results presented in this paper are based on sums
of 13 scans on the G.-Feher sample described below, with total statistics
of about 7 x 106 photons per data point. The signal from the iron k-edge
was about half as large as that of the background, so that the effective
number of counts if no background were present was about 2 x 106 per
data point. The summed spectrum is presented in Fig. Ia.
We used a silicon (11 1) crystal monochromator in all but two cases,
when a germanium (111) crystal or a silicon (220) was used. The
monochromator was detuned routinely when possible to reduce contami-
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FIGURE I The K-edge x-ray absorption spectrum of the Fe in reaction
centers. (a) The spectrum of a two-quinone sample with added o-phen
supplied by G. Feher. (b) The spectrum of a two-quinone sample
prepared in our laboratory. (c) The spectrum of a two-quinone sample
with added o-phen prepared in our laboratory. (d) The spectrum of a
one-quinone sample which was found to have degraded. Arbitrary (arb)
units.
nation from harmonics. The energy resolution was better than 3 eV
(according to the 10-90% criterion) in all cases. All of the data suffer
from monochromator glitches, which are in part due to undesired
reflections in the monochromator crystal. Glitches are a property of the
crystal type, occurring reproducibly at a given energy, and they are
usually clearly distinguishable from real data. The only serious glitches
occurred at -k = 8.5 A-', above which the EXAFS signal from reaction
centers became too small to be useful.
Reaction center samples were prepared independently in two laborato-
ries. Reaction centers containing close to two quinones per particle (2Q)
were prepared from Rhodopseudomonas sphaeroides strain R-26, as
described previously (5). The Fe content was measured by atomic
absorption to be 0.7 equivalents/mol of reaction centers. Reaction centers
containing one quinone (1Q) were obtained from the 2Q reaction centers
as described by Okamura et al. (19). The reaction centers were concen-
trated to a runny paste by pressure dialysis and placed in Plexiglas cells
with Kapton (DuPont Instruments, Wilmington, DE) windows. 10 mM
o-phen was added to some of the samples before they were concentrated.
All measurements were performed at room temperature. Optical absorp-
tion spectra of diluted samples were measured before and after the
experiment. Degradation of the reaction centers was monitored by the
conversion of their bacteriochlorophyll to bacteriopheophytin. We found
only slight degradation (<10%) of the 2Q and o-phen-treated samples.
As no change was observed in the EXAFS spectra during the course of
the experiment, we infer that no significant degradation of these samples
occurred during the measurements. The IQ sample unfortunately
showed sufficient degradation that we could not trust its spectra as
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TABLE I
RELEVANT PROPERTIES OF THE STANDARDS USED FOR EXAFS ANALYSIS
Mean Variation inDesignation CoordinationMenVrainnStandard in Cexrdinatio first-neighbor first-neighbordistance distances
R(A) 02(A2)
Bis(acetonitrile)-(2,3,9,10-tetramethyl-
1,4,8,1 1 -tetraaza-cyclotetradeca- 1,3,8,10-
tetranene) iron(II) hexafluorophosphate iron-TIM 6 nitrogen 1.94 0.0001
Tris(o-phenanthroline)iron (III) perchlorate
hydrate iron-o-phen 6 nitrogen 1.97 0.0001
Tri-gs3-oxo-triaquo-hexakis (glycine) triiron
(III) perchlorate iron-glycine 6 oxygen 2.02 0.0031
Ferrous oxalate dihydrate iron-oxalate 6 oxygen 2.12 0.0011
accurately depicting an intact IQ sample. Fig. Id shows this suspect IQ
spectrum, which is substantially different from the 2Q spectrum. In
particular, the peak at the edge is broadened and decreased in ampli-
tude.
Reaction centers from Rps. sphaeroides R-26 with added o-phen were
independently prepared by the method of Feher and Okamura (1) and
were suspended in a polyvinyl alcohol film, which was folded and placed
in a polyethylene holder. The holder was hermetically sealed because of
the hygroscopic nature of the film. The sample was kindly supplied by
George Feher (University of California at San Diego).
The iron glycine standard tri-u3-triaquo-hexakis(glycine)-triiron(III)
perchlorate was prepared according to the methods of Tucker et al. (20)
and was supplied by Elizabeth Holt (University of Wyoming). Its
structure is known from the work of Thundathil et al. (21). The
compound bis(acetonitrile)-(2,3,9,10-tetramethyl-1,4,8,1 1-tetraazacy-
clotetradeca- 1,3,8,1 0-tetraene)iron(II) hexafluorophosphate (iron-TIM)
was characterized and supplied by Norman Rose (University of Wash-
ington). Iron(II)-o-phen and iron(III)-o-phen were prepared by methods
described previously (22, 23). Fe(III) acetylacetonate and Fe(II) oxalate
dihydrate (humboldine) were obtained from Research Organic/Inorgan-
ics Chemical Corp (Sun Valley, Ca) and Matheson, Coleman, Bell
(Norwood, Ohio), respectively. Their structures are found in Wyckoff
(24). All of the models have either all-nitrogen or all-oxygen first
neighbors in an octahedral arrangement. All are stable under laboratory
conditions. Fe(III) acetylacetonate proved unsatisfactory as a standard,
because its EXAFS spectrum indicated that it was heteromorphous.
In a past analysis (5), a careful comparison of the first shell EXAFS had
been made between the glycine standard and an a-FeOOH standard
showing good transferability of B(k) and 6(k). The pertinent properties
of the primary standards used in this paper are listed in Table I.
The standards were powdered from crystals, uniformly diluted with
vacuum grease, and placed in brass cells with Kapton windows. The total
thickness was kept below the theoretical optimum in order to minimize
thickness effects (26), since the signal-to-noise ratio was not a problem,
and the powder size was made small enough that it would not introduce
nonlinearities in the EXAFS (26).2
III. INITIAL DATA ANALYSIS
The procedures followed in data analysis were essentially
those described in reference 12. Partial sums of the reac-
tion center scans were performed, taking care to correct
for shifts in the energy origin caused by jitter in the
2E. A. Stern. Proceedings of the Daresbury Study Weekend on EXAFS
for Inorganic Systems, March 1981. Davesbury laboratory report DL/
SCI/R17.
spectrometer. These partial sums and the total sums were
analyzed separately to assess the errors due to random
noise and systematic errors introduced in the analysis. The
iron k-edge was isolated from the rest of the absorption by
subtracting a smooth curve that was fit to the pre-edge
data. The data were then normalized to unit edge step.
The energy threshold Eo was set to the peak (white line) at
the top of the edge, and the data were interpolated from
energy to k-space using (hk)2/2m = (E - EO). Another
smooth curve was then subtracted to remove the smooth ,uo
background from the oscillatory EXAFS signal. Different
background fits were generated and analyzed separately to
assess systematic errors.
In fluorescence measurements, it is necessary to make
corrections for the energy dependence of detector gains.
The ion chamber that counts the fluorescence photons
introduces no energy dependence, since it only counts
photons of the fluorescence energy, Ef. However, the flux
of photons incident on the sample is usually measured with
an ion chamber that has a gain that decreases with the
energy of the x rays because the chamber must be partially
transparent. The fluorescence signals are divided by the
measured incident photon fluxes. The decrease in the gain
of the ion chamber with increasing energy thus somewhat
exaggerates the measured EXAFS amplitude at high
energy. For nitrogen fill gas in the ion chamber and the
iron edge, the size of the effect on x(k) is about 10% at
k = 8 A-'. This would lead to slightly incorrect values of a
if it were neglected, unless the reference compound and
the unknown were measured in exactly the same way. In
the present case, corrections were necessary because the
standards were measured in transmission mode and reac-
tion centers in the fluorescence mode. The energy depen-
dence correction is not required in the transmission mode
because ln I/IO is evaluated to obtain IA. It should be
mentioned that the intercepts (as opposed to the slopes) on
a ratio plot are not changed appreciably by this correction,
which approaches zero as k goes to zero. The effect is dealt
with in a straightforward manner using absorption coeffi-
cients tabulated by McMaster et al. (27).
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IV. QUALITATIVE FEATURES OF THE
EXAFS AND EDGE SPECTRA
Fig. lb and c show the x-ray absorption spectra of 2Q
reaction centers and of 2Q reaction centers treated with
o-phen, both of which were prepared in our laboratory.
The similarity of the spectra indicates that the environ-
ments of the Fe in the two samples are very similar. A
quantitative comparison of the difference between the
various spectra shows them to be the same within experi-
mental error. o-phen evidently does not bind to the iron in
the reaction centers. Fig. la shows the spectrum of the
sample with two quinones and added o-phen that was
prepared by G. Feher's group. The similarity to those in
Fig. lb and Ic is clear.
Near the absorption edge, details of the density of
energy states and of the electron charge distribution
around the absorbing atom strongly affect the absorption
spectrum. The EXAFS, on the other hand, is relatively
insensitive to such effects, so the two types of spectra are
useful complements to each other. The edge spectra in Fig.
2a and b show that the charge distribution in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the iron atom in 2Q reaction centers is not
appreciably affected by o-phen, in agreement with the
spectra in the EXAFS region. The small differences
between the spectra shown in Fig. 2a and b are due to
differences in instrumental resolution. Spectra of the
o-phen-treated sample and the control sample were
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FIGURE 2 The near-edge structure of the x-ray K-edge of Fe in (a)
two-quinone reaction center, (b) two-quinone reaction center with -phen
added, (c) an iron oxcalate standard, (d) an iron glycine standard, (e) an
iron(III)-o-phen standard. Iron(II)-ophen had an essentially identical
spectrum. The normalized spectra have been shifted in energy to approxi-
mately line up the 3d pips. Arbitrary (arb) units.
virtually indistinguishable when they were measured
simultaneously. The conclusion that o-phen does not bind
to the Fe is strengthened by comparison with the edge
structure of the Fe-o-phen chelate shown in Fig. 2e. The
edge structure when Fe is chelated by o-phen is quite
different from that of the reaction center. For most of the
analysis described below we focused on the o-phen-treated
sample, because it provided the highest signal-to-noise
ratio.
The small peak below the edge, which we call the "3d
pip," is due to transitions to unfilled iron 3d states. These
transitions are forbidden by the dipole selection rule but
occur weakly due to quadrupole (28) and symmetry-
breaking effects. Any lack of inversion symmetry of the
iron environment allows odd parity states such as p states
to hybridize with the d states, which in turn allows dipole
transitions to occur in addition to the quadrupole transi-
tions. The size of the 3d pip can thus be used as a measure
of the strength of the odd part of the potential surrounding
the iron. This is confirmed experimentally, as standards
with tetrahedral iron coordination have 3d pips several
times as large as those of compounds with octahedral
coordination. For example, the oxide Fe3O4 has a spinel
structure, in which two-thirds of the sites have octahedral
coordination and one-third have tetrahedral coordination.
The 3d pip is about twice as large in Fe3O4 as in octahe-
drally coordinated compounds (25, 29). This indicates that
the size of the 3d pip in tetrahedral coordination is at least
four times that in octahedral coordination.
The close similarity in size of the 3d pips in reaction
centers and the octahedral standards (Fig. 2) indicates
that the reaction center environment is approximately
inversion symmetric, and in particular is not tetrahedral.
This naturally suggests octahedral coordination, which is a
preferred configuration for iron complexes.
The energy difference between the 3d pip and the peak
of the absorption edge, which corresponds to transitions to
the unfilled 4p states, is a measure of the distribution in
space of electron charge transferred from the Fe to its
neighbors. The larger the energy difference, the greater
the charge transfer in the region between the radius of the
3d states and that of the 4p states. The splitting as
measured from the onset of the 3d pip to the first peak past
the edge is about 15 eV in reaction centers and in Fe(II)
oxalate and 19 eV in the other standards (Table II). (The
onset of the 3d pip is used instead of its peak because for
some samples the peak is not well defined while the onset
can be defined to within -0.5 eV.) We conclude that
reaction centers and Fe(II) oxalate have similar charge
transfer distributions, as they have similar values for the
energy splitting. In all the other standards, the degree of
charge transfer is significantly larger.
It is readily apparent from the EXAFS data that the
reaction center EXAFS phase is very close to that of
ferrous oxalate (Fig. 3). This means that the average
first-shell distance in reaction centers is close to that in
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TABLE II
SPLITTINGS BETWEEN 3D PIP AND WHITE LINE
FOR REACTION CENTERS AND STANDARDS
Standard Ewhite lin E pip
(eV)
Fe-TIM 17.7 ± 0.5
Fe-o-phen 18.8 ± 0.5
Fe-glycine 19.8 ± 0.5
Fe-oxalate 15.6 ± 0.5
Two quinone reaction centers
Prepared at Univ. of Washington 15.6 ± 0.5
With added o-phen
Prepared at Univ. of Washington 15.6 ± 0.5
Prepared at Univ. of California, San 15.1 ± 0.5
Diego
Fe(II) oxalate, which is 2.12 A. The EXAFS oscillation of
ferrous oxalate is of higher frequency than those of the
other standards, indicating that the first-shell distance is
larger in the former, in agreement with the known struc-
tures.
V. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE
EXAFS SPECTRA
The close similarity of the edge spectra and the EXAFS
phase in reaction centers and ferrous oxalate indicates that
the oxalate is a particularly good standard for reaction
center analysis. The accuracy in determining the types of
neighboring atoms and their distances from the Fe atom in
reaction center depends sensitively on the choice of the
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FIGURE 3 k3X(k) for (a) two-quinone reaction center with o-phen
added (G. Feher sample), (b) an iron oxalate standard, (c) an iron
glycine standard, (d) an iron(III)-o-phen standard.
standard because of the relatively small range of k-space
over which the reaction center EXAFS data are useful.
The criteria for a good standard are many. One criterion is
that sample and standard should have similar cutoff
distortions so that the errors cancel. This requires that the
nodes of the EXAFS oscillations in k-space should occur
at the same values in the standard and reaction center so
that the same window can be used for fourier transforming
both spectra. Another possible source of error is the choice
of the zero of energy used to convert from photon energy to
k. If the standard and reaction center have similar near
edge structure, both in shape and energy separation, then
similar features in both can be used to set the E. at the
same relative value. Even if the E. is off in an absolute
sense, as long as the standard and reaction center suffer
the same shift in their Eo values, accurate distances can
still be obtained. As pointed out above (and as discussed in
more detail in section VI), similar near-edge structure
indicates that the iron atom has a similar charge distribu-
tion in its vicinity for the two samples. This is important
when one hopes to distinguish between N and 0 neighbors.
Since the change in electronic charge between 0 and N is
unity, a significant difference in the extent of charge
transfer from the iron to its neighbors in the sample and
standard can obscure the difference between 0 and N.
Finally, corrections are required to the EXAFS formula,
Eq. 1, because of the failure of the small-atom approxima-
tion (16). These errors are compensated for by using a
standard that has the same Fe-to-first-neighbor distance
as in the reaction center.
The oxalate standard more closely satisfies the above
criteria than any of our other standards. For that reason
we did not use the usual procedure of directly comparing
all of the standards with reaction center data and then
interpreting the variations as estimates of the uncertainty
in determining the structure around the Fe in reaction
centers. We expect such variations because of the uncer-
tainties mentioned above, which are introduced by the use
of bad standards. The reaction center analysis was particu-
larly susceptible to these variations because of the small
k-range of its usable data.
We therefore used the following strategy to minimize
errors introduced by poor standards. The oxalate standard
was the only one directly compared to reaction centers.
The oxalate standard, however, could be compared with
our other standards since they all had useful data ranges
substantially larger than reaction centers and thus were
less susceptible to the problems listed above. The compari-
son was made by the ratio method discussed above. When
the standards in Table I with the same nearest neighbors
were compared with one another, the correct differences in
nearest-neighbor distances were obtained to within about
0.01 A, the amplitude ratio at k = 0 to within - 5% and the
Au2 to within o0.0005 A-2. A difference in backscattering
amplitude was discerned between N and 0 neighbors that
was significantly larger than the variations between stan-
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dards with the same neighbors. This gave us hope to
distinguish between N or 0 neighbors in the reaction
center. However, to do so we needed a good nitrogen
standard comparable to the oxalate (oxygen) standard. As
no such compound was available, we mathematically
synthesized the amplitude of such a standard by multiply-
ing the oxalate EXAFS B(k) function by the ratio of the
nitrogen to oxygen B(k) functions, which were determined
from the standards. Similarly, we added the oxalate phase
to the difference of the empirical nitrogen and oxygen
backscattering phases to generate the phase of the nitro-
gen "pseudo-oxalate."
Transformation into r-space
To determine the first-shell parameters precisely, we first
isolate the EXAFS contribution of the shell from that of
other shells. We do so by Fourier filtering the data (12).
The EXAFS data are first multiplied by an appropriate
window function and by k3 to make the envelope approxi-
mately constant, and then are Fourier transformed with
respect to exp(i2kr). For the reaction center data, the k
range was generally 3 A-' < k ' 8 A-'. Extending the
range to smaller k introduces distortions due to near-edge
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FIGURE 4 The magnitude of the Fourier transform of k3x(k) over the
range 3 A ' < k < 8 A-' for (a) two-quinone reaction center with o-phen
added (G. Feher sample), and (b) Fe(II)-oxalate. The same Fourier
transform but over the larger range 3 c k < 10 A' for (c) the same
Fe-oxalate standard as in b, (d) an Fe-glycine standard, (e) an Fe-o-phen
standard. In (a) the dotted lines indicate the region in r-space used to
isolate and back-transform each peak into k-space.
structure. The magnitude of the transform is shown in Fig.
4a as a function of r, which, to within an additive constant,
is the distance from the Fe atom. The two main peaks are
due to the first shell of ligands and a more distant shell; the
bump at low R is due to residual background. Altering the
size of the background bump by changing the background
fit caused negligible changes in the first-shell and higher-
shell signals, implying that the small residual background
does not appreciably affect the structure determination.
It is interesting to compare the transforms of reaction
centers with those of the standards given in Fig. 4b-e. The
first-shell peak occurs at a somewhat greater distance for
reaction centers and oxalate than for the other standards,
as expected from the EXAFS phase. The size of the
transform peak in reaction centers is also roughly half the
size of the others. The more distant shell in the reaction
center transform is most unusual. Most standards show no
prominent structure that far out, and those that do have
even larger peaks nearer to the first shell. The distant shell
is too far from the Fe to be a second-neighbor coordination
shell. Its peak is at -3.8 A; adding a phase shift correction
of -0.5 A (see below) would locate it -4.3 A from the iron
atom. Typical second-neighbor distances are from 3 to 3.5
A. The relative size of the distant peak is larger than in the
standard compounds, which is particularly surprising at
such a large distance. It is clear that reaction centers have
an unusual structure, and we shall analyze the distant shell
in more detail below.
Isolation of the First Shell
We isolated the first-shell signal by multiplying the trans-
formed data by a tapered, flat-topped window function, as
indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 4a, and then back-
transforming the data within the window into k-space.
Careful attention to window effects was essential in this
analysis. Several slightly different windows were used to
assess errors due to filtering. A flat-topped window mini-
mizes the effects of small errors in window placement, and
tapered edges reduce cutoff oscillations. Because of the
finite window in r-space, the resulting Fourier-filtered
data in k-space are somewhat distorted versions of the true
single-shell data, but if they are compared with those of
similar standard compounds treated with the same
windows as discussed above, the distortions tend to cancel.
This is one of the advantages of the ratio method. Because
window distortions reduce the amplitude of the filtered
data near the edges of the k-range, the ranges must be
similar for the two compounds that one wishes to
compare.
The properties of the standards used are listed in Table
I. Standards with all-oxygen neighbors agree well with
each other, as do the two standards with all-nitrogen
neighbors. However, there are substantial differences
between the all-oxygen and the all-nitrogen standards.
This is illustrated in Fig. 5, where the natural logarithm of
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FIGURE 5 The natural logarithm of the ratio of the backscattering
amplitudes of oxygen to nitrogen as determined from the standard
compounds Fe-glycine and Fe-o-phen.
the amplitude ratio of an all-oxygen standard to an all-
nitrogen standard is plotted vs. k2. The standards used in
Fig. 5 have the same number of neighbors and were
corrected for their known structural disorders [i.e. multi-
plied by (R,/R2)2 exp(2k2 1)]. The thermal disor-
der should be similar (since their chemical environments
are similar, as judged by their edge spectra), so that the
negative slope and the positive intercept must be due to the
difference between the B(k) functions of oxygen and
nitrogen. Even if the thermal disorder is not the same for
the two standards (as assumed), the intercepts would not
be changed because any difference would simply cause the
amplitude to be multiplied by exp(- 2k2A,a,, 1). Calcula-
tions of the backscattering amplitudes based on an inde-
pendent-particle model (30) also give a positive intercept
in a ratio plot over the same k range as used in Fig. 5, but
the intercept is not as large as that measured. The theory is
known to need substantial corrections for many-body
effects.
The main difference between the nitrogen and oxygen
B(k) functions over the reaction center data range is not
their overall sizes, which are similar for the two, but rather
their shapes. The intercept obtained on the ratio plot
appears to be particularly sensitive to the differences
between oxygen and nitrogen. This is important because it
provides a potential means of distinguishing nitrogen from
oxygen ligands. However, caution is appropriate at this
point. The intercept in the ratio plot will depend on the
k-range used for the comparison. In comparing an
unknown sample to a set of standards, it is important to
use exactly the same k-range.
Because the near-edge spectra and EXAFS phase show
that the oxalate standard and reaction centers have similar
electron charge transfer distributions and first-neighbor
distances, a comparison between the two eliminates errors
introduced by the uncertainty in Eo, chemical effects, and
breakdown of the small atom approximation. The In-ratio
amplitude plot vs. k2 for the two is shown in Fig. 6a, and
the phase comparison in Fig. 6b. The small phase differ-
ence (Fig. 6b) and the relatively small curvature of the
In-ratio amplitude plot (Fig. 6a) imply that the reaction
center neighbors are either oxygen or atoms neighboring
oxygen in the periodic table. From chemical knowledge,
oxygen and/or nitrogen are most likely. The k = 0
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FIGURE 6 The natural logarithm of the ratio of the isolated first-shell
EXAFS amplitude of the G. Feher reaction centers to that of (a) the six
oxygens in Fe-oxalate and (c) six nitrogens in the same structural
configuration as the oxygens in Fe-oxalate. The dashed lines are linear
fits to the log amplitude ratio. (b) The phase of the oxygen EXAFS in
Fe-oxalate (dashed line) compared with that of the isolated first-shell
EXAFS of the G. Feher reaction centers (solid line). (Note offset zero in
abscissa.)
intercept in Fig. 6a would translate into 3.2 ± 0.6 oxygen
neighbors of the iron if there were only oxygen neighbors.
The only integer consistent with this result is three oxygen
neighbors, a result that is not reasonable. Even if the data
were stretched to include four neighbors, the small size of
the 3d pip eliminates a tetrahedral arrangement, leaving
the unlikely possibility of a planar arrangement. We thus
conclude that the Fe in reaction centers probably does not
have only oxygen neighbors.
The standard with all-nitrogen neighbors mathemati-
cally synthesized in the manner described above is
compared with the reaction centers in Fig. 6c. The k = 0
intercept in Fig. 6c gives the coordination number 6.2 +
1.2, a result consistent with the presence of from four to six
nitrogen neighbors, the rest being oxygens. The difference
in coordination number in the two cases (3.2 for all-oxygen
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and 6.2 for all-nitrogen) is directly related to the different
k-dependencies of the backscattering amplitudes of 0 and
N.
The slope in Fig. 6c gives 2Aa2, where ACr2 is the
difference between the disorder in the reaction center and
the standard. It seems likely that the vibrational (thermal)
disorder in the Fe oxalate is similar to that in reaction
centers, since the Fe environments are so similar. Thus the
measured Aa2 of 0.007 ± 0.001 A2 is probably due mainly
to structural differences. Adding the known structural u2
of the oxalate (0.001 A2) to AC2 gives an estimate of
0.008 ± 0.001 A2 as the total structural disorder of
reaction centers. A comparison of the phase differences
between reaction centers and the six-nitrogen model based
on Fe oxalate gives an average first-neighbor distance of
2.14 ± 0.02 A for reaction centers. If the ligands are four
nitrogen and two oxygen, the distance would be 2.13 ±
0.02. If we include the uncertainties due to ligand type in
the distance error bar, we estimate the distance as 2.14
0.03. These results are summarized in Table III.
A more graphic comparison between the six-nitrogen
ligand model and reaction centers can be obtained by
plotting the predicted x(k) for a given configuration of the
nitrogen atoms together with the filtered first-shell x(k) of
the reaction centers. One such comparison is plotted in
Fig. 7 for a model with the nitrogen-Fe distances distrib-
uted with two at 2.14 A, one at 2.00 A, one at 2.28 A, one
at 2.16 A, and one at 2.12 A. Individual Fe-N distances
can be varied by -0.07 A without seriously degrading the
fit if the other distances are adjusted to maintain the
average value at 2.14 A and a2 at -0.008 A2. Also plotted
in Fig. 7 are the filtered first-shell data for the uncorrected
oxalate standard (four 0 ligands at 2.14 A and two at 2.07
A) to give a scale by which to evaluate the fit.
Isolation of the Distant Shell
Using a window function as indicated in Fig. 4a, the
distant shell in reaction centers can be isolated in the same
fashion as the first shell. A ln-ratio plot comparison of the
distant shell and the first shell is given in Fig. 8. The
linearity of the curve indicates that the distant shell is
composed of atoms that have about the same atomic
TABLE III
PROPERTIES OF REACTION CENTERS WITH
ADDED o-PHEN DETERMINED BY EXAFS
Coordination Mean2
number distance (structural)
N
(A) (A2)
1st shell* 6.2 ± 1.2 2.14 ± 0.02 0.008 ± 0.001
lst shellt 5.2 ± 1.2 2.13 ± 0.02 0.006 ± 0.001
3rd shell 6.6 ± 2.6 4.3 ± 0.08
*Assuming six nitrogen atoms (see text).
tAssuming four nitrogens and two oxygens.
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FIGURE 7 The fit of a model with six nitrogen ligands (short dashed
line) to that of the isolated first-shell EXAFS of the G. Feher reaction
center (solid line). The Fe-N distances in the model are given in the text.
For comparison the isolated first-shell EXAFS of the Fe-oxalate stan-
dard is shown by the long dashed line.
number as those in the first shell, i.e., C, N, or 0. If we
interpret the slope as reflecting disorder, the distant shell
has about the same disorder as has the first shell. The
difference in distance between the shells is obtained from
the difference in phase, which approximately equals 2kAr.
The value of Ar determined this way is 2.18 ± 0.08 A. This
gives a value for the rj of the distant shell of 4.32 ± 0.08 A,
as also listed in Table III.
Error Estimates
The errors can be divided into the usual random errors due
to statistical noise and systematic errors that enter in the
measurement and the analysis. The random errors and
some of the systematic errors in the measurement were
estimated by dividing the 13 scans into two partial sums of
6 and 7 scans. These partial sums were compared with one
another and with the total sum, and errors were estimated
from the fluctuations. The systematic errors in the analy-
sis, which were the dominant errors, were estimated by
reanalyzing the data using various slightly different analy-
sis parameters (e.g., background fits and window func-
tions). The errors also were assessed by testing the analysis
procedures on synthetic data and on standards with known
structures. It was of course necessary to do this using the
same short range of k as was used for the reaction center
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FIGURE 8 The natural logarithm of the ratio of the isolated distant-shell
EXAFS amplitude to that of the isolated first shell in the G. Feher
reaction center vs. k2.
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data. All error bars presented correspond to one standard
deviation (60% confidence).
Errors due to uncertainties in the binding energy Eo
appear in the amplitude and phase of the EXAFS. To first
order, an error AEO in the binding energy causes an error
in the phase
mAEo cl _ mAEo
h2k ak j-(r j)
where 6 is the average value of 6bj (k)/Ok over the data
range. Such an error influences the determination of the
distance, rj. The effect is potentially serious, because AO is
largest at small k, where the useful data on reaction
centers are concentrated. Fortunately, the uncertainty in
the relative value of Eo can be minimized by comparing
reaction centers with Fe oxalate, which has a very similar
near-edge structure. The uncertainty in the relative Eo is
-2 eV, which gives an uncertainty of -0.01 A in the
distance determination. Similarly, errors in the Eo of this
magnitude may be shown to cause errors in the amplitude
intercepts of -10%.
Additional complications can arise due to breakdown of
the small-disorder approximation (k2u2 << 1) that underlies
Eq. 1. Large disorder can cause apparent shifts in the
mean distance and errors in the estimate of a2. Fortunate-
ly, for reaction centers the disorder is not large in this
sense, and analysis has shown that any such corrections
are within our experimental error. In any case, these
complications were circumvented by the fitting procedure,
which models the actual radial distribution function. The
success of the fit (Fig. 7) provides strong support for the
initial analysis.
VI. DISCUSSION
The near-edge and EXAFS spectra are consistent with
octahedral coordination of the iron by (4 + n) nitrogen
ligands and (2 - n) oxygen ligands, where 0 s n s 2. The
near-edge structure clearly eliminates a tetrahedral envi-
ronment, in agreement with the EXAFS. The most
common bonding arrangement around Fe for oxygen and
nitrogen neighbors is an octahedral one, and our data are
consistent with such an arrangement. Butler et al. (9) have
shown that the three axes of the Fe site in reaction centers
are quite dissimilar from one another. This is consistent
with the spread of distances and possible mixture of types
of atoms in the first shell, which are responsible for the
relatively rapid decay of the EXAFS amplitude with k.
The average Fe-ligand distance in reaction centers is
similar to that in other ferrous high-spin Fe-N compounds
(31, 32), and longer than in typical low-spin forms by
-0.1A. The larger distance can explain why the ferrous
form of reaction centers is stable relative to the ferric. The
midpoint redox potential of the Fe has never been
measured, but it evidently is above +0.45 V with respect
to H+/H2 at pH 7. Electron paramagnetic resonance
signals that reflect an interaction between the ferrous iron
and a photochemically reduced quinone still occur if
reaction centers are illuminated at this potential (D. Tiede
and P. L. Dutton, personal communication). An isolated
iron atom is most stable in the neutral state. Only when the
iron is bonded to other atoms does its energy lower with
transfer of charge. Quantum mechanically, the interaction
occurs as the wave functions of neighboring atoms overlap
one another. The shorter the distance, the larger the
overlap, the stronger the interaction, and the greater the
amount of charge transfer that occurs from the Fe to its
ligand. Because the Fe in reaction centers has a large
Fe-ligand distance, it is expected that a relatively small
amount of charge transfer would occur.
The energy separation between the 3d pip and the edge
as illustrated in Fig. 2 is a measure of the amount and
distribution in space of the charge transfer from Fe. A
direct experimental measurement of this dependence is
afforded by optical spectra of various charge states of Co
and Fe. Atomic Co is a more appropriate reference than
Fe because the excited states of Fe observed in x-ray
absorption correspond to a hole in the K shell. For these
excited states the atomic core appears to have a nuclear
charge that is one greater than Fe, and the states thus
approximate the optically excited states of Co. However,
transition metal atoms are similar, so that the results for
Fe and Co do not differ greatly. Table IV lists values of the
optical energy separations for both Co and Fe in various
charged states (33). To correspond to the x-ray absorption
values listed in Table II, these are calculated from the
lowest energy term in the appropriate 3d configuration
(corresponding to the onset of the 3d pip), and the average
of the various energy terms corresponding to the 4p states
that contribute to the peak just above the absorption edge.
The third line gives a value for triply ionized Fe only, since
data for triply ionized Co are not available. The 15 eV
splitting in the reaction centers and Fe-oxalate corre-
sponds approximately to removing two 4s electrons (Table
IV), while the 18-20 eV splitting in the other standards
corresponds to removing some 3d charge in addition to two
4s electrons.
A striking feature of the structure in reaction centers is
TABLE IV
OPTICAL ENERGY SEPARATION BETWEEN
3D ONSET TO PEAK OF 4P STATES*
Charge Co Fe
statet
(eV) (eV)
+ I (4s) 9.9 11.6
+2 (4s2) 15.8 15.6
+3 (3d4s2) 23.5
*C. E. Moore (33).
tTerms in parentheses indicate electrons removed to produce charge
state.
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the prominence of the outlying shell at about 4.3 A. The
distant shell is too far from the Fe to consist of second
neighbors. The invisibility of the intervening shells
requires an explanation. Usually, in organic compounds
containing a heavy atom, only the neighbor atoms nearest
to the heavy atom are prominent in the radial distribution
function obtained from EXAFS. The lack of visibility of
the more distant atoms is caused by a combination of
several factors in Eq. 1. One is the [exp( - 2r/X)]/r2 factor
which attenuates the EXAFS more as r increases. Another
is the larger structural spread in distances in the more
distant atoms. Since the connection to the heavy atom is
through intermediary atoms, variations in the bonding
arrangement are cumulative with increasing distance. This
factor is enhanced by the greater relative thermal motion
of the more distant atoms. The nearest neighbors are
directly bonded to the heavy atom, and thermal variation
in their distance must excite the stretching mode. In
contrast, a second nearest-neighbor atom is typically
bonded to a first neighbor at an angle relative to the metal
first-neighbor bond. A bending mode changing the angle
will vary the distance between the center and the second-
nearest neighbor atoms. Since a bending distortion is
significantly less rigid than a stretching distortion, thermal
excitations introduce mush more disorder in distances to
more distant atoms than to the nearest neighbors. In most
organometallic molecules the Debye-Waller factor
exp(- 2k2 2) of Eq. 1 induced by these two disorder
factors will effectively suppress contributions of the more
distant atoms.
There are three recognized mechanisms that can coun-
teract these attenuation mechanisms and permit detection
of distant shells by EXAFS. One is a symmetric, rigid
structure around the iron. A porphyrin structure is an
example of this sort. The geometric disorder is small
because of the symmetry of the structure, and the rigidity
keeps thermal disorder small enough to allow the detection
of relatively distant atoms. However, the thermal disorder
and the r-2 exp(-2r/X) attenuation still increase with
increasing distance. Thus, one expects intermediate atoms
to be more prominent than the more distant ones, and this
is verified by measurements on porphyrins (14). As noted
above, the reaction center does not exhibit such behavior.
A counterbalancing effect occurs when the more distant
atoms are heavy ones. The heavy atoms backscatter the
photoelectron more strongly than the light atoms at higher
values (30) of k, and their contribution is enhanced. An
example of this occurs in the triiron compound "Fe
glycine" (Fig. 3c). As determined in the preceding section,
the distant shell in reaction centers is composed of low Z
atoms, so the heavy-atom hypothesis cannot explain its
prominence.
The third possibility is that the more distant atoms are
collinear, or nearly so, with the first-neighbor atoms. The
carbonyl group is an example. The collinearity helps in
several ways. The thermal disorder is decreased since now
only stretching modes are involved; and the intervening
atom, by a quantum mechanical effect, focuses the
photoelectron, enhancing the contribution of the outer
atom to the EXAFS by a factor of -3 (16). Since our data
would require that the collinear group be composed of
light atoms, the expected distance to the more distant
atoms is 1.0-1.5 A greater than the near-neighbor
distance. However, the measured location of the more
distant atoms is -2.1 A beyond the first neighbor. Thus,
collinear atoms directly bonded together cannot explain
our results.
The distant shell could be enhanced by approximate
collinearity, even if it is not directly bonded to the first-
neighbor ligands but is bonded through intermediate
atoms. It still would have to be rather rigidly attached to
the Fe ligands in order that the disorder not smear out its
EXAFS. This suggests a ring structure connected to the
iron ligands. The predominance of N in the first-neighbor
ligands suggests a histidine ring. We have analyzed the
expected EXAFS from a histidine ring attached through
its E2 nitrogen to the Fe atom. In this model the two
neighboring carbon atoms in the five-membered histidine
ring are in the second coordination shell at a distance of
3.13 A from the iron. The y-carbon and 61-nitrogen of the
ring are in the third coordination shell 4.27 A from the
iron, consistent with the measured distance for the distant
shell. The third coordination shell atoms are approxi-
mately collinear with the N ligand, making an angle of
18.50 from exact collinearity; the same angle for the
second shell from the histidine ring is 550. Using the
calculations of Teo3 it is possible to estimate the focusing
effects on the second and third coordination shell atoms in
the histidine ring. The third shell has a large focusing
enhancement factor of -3, while the second shell has little
enhancement. This is only an estimate of the enhance-
ment, because Teo's formalism does not consider the
numerous small contributions from multiple scattering by
other atoms.
The factor-of-3 enhancement of the third shell relative
to the second shell is decreased by the factor (r2/
r3) -2exp[ - 2(r2- r3)/X], where r2 and r3 are the distances
of the second and third shells (Eq. 1). If one assumes that
the Debye-Waller factor exp(-2k 2a) is the same for the
two shells, that the mean free path has the typical value of
X = 6 A, and that a histidine ring contributes the same
number of atoms to the two shells, the second-shell ampli-
tude due to a histidine is expected to be 0.9 that of the
third shell. Fig. 4a shows that the second shell amplitude,
which should peak at about 2.7 A, is <0.5 that of the third
shell, which peaks at 3.8 A. (Remember that the trans-
formed peaks are displaced -0.5 A to smaller distances by
the 6[k] term in Eq. 1.) Thus, to explain the reaction
center results, an additional factor must further diminish
3Teo, B. K. Novel method for angle determinations by EXAFS via a new
multiple scattering formalism. In press.
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the second peak relative to the third. This factor could be
the Debye-Waller factor.
X-ray analysis of small molecules containing histidine
indicates that, to a first approximation, the histidine ring
vibrates as a rigid body (L. H. Jensen, University of
Washington, personal communication). An in-plane vibra-
tion of a rigid histidine ring pivoting about the first-shell N
ligand produces about twice as much radial disorder in the
second shell as in the third shell. This unusual result occurs
because the third-shell atoms are more collinear with the
Fe and the first-shell N than are the second-shell atoms.
An in-plane rotation AO about the N ligand changes the
distance between an atom in the ring and the Fe atom an
amount Ar = RAO sin 0, where R is the distance from the
N ligand to the ring atom and 0 is the angle between the
line from the Fe to the ring atom and the line from the N
to the ring atom. The larger R of the third-shell atoms is
more than compensated by their smaller 0 to produce a
smaller Ar than for the second shell. The enhanced
Debye-Waller factor in the second shell attenuates the
EXAFS amplitude of the second shell relative to that of
the third. Reasonable differences in the amounts of ther-
mal disorder (A'2 > 0.003 A2) could decrease the ampli-
tude to less than the required factor of 0.5.
A comparison of the relative amplitudes of the first and
third (distant) shell is obtained from the plot in Fig. 8.
Taking into account the different distances, the focusing
enhancement of 3, and the mean-free-path attenuation,
and assuming equal values of U2, we estimate that the third
shell has - 1.1 times as many atoms as the first shell, or 6.6
+ 2.6 atoms. This corresponds to 3.3 ± 1.3 histidine rings
attached to the six ligands around the iron, if we assume
that other atoms in the third shell have a substantially
larger a2 and are therefore invisible. The large error
reflects the uncertainties introduced by the estimate of the
focusing correction.
Recent amino acid analysis (34) indicates that the "L"
and "M" protein subunits of the reaction center each
contain five or six histidine residues. The Fe appears to be
bound to one of these subunits (35). These numbers are
consistent with the numbers of histidines around the Fe
found here. Further support for the histidine ring explana-
tion of the reaction centers EXAFS spectra is presented by
recent EXAFS measurements on the metazido derivative
of hemerythrin.4 X-ray diffraction studies have shown that
the two irons in hemerythrin are surrounded by five
histidine rings, or two and a half rings per Fe atom (36).
The Fourier transform to r-space of the EXAFS spectrum
of this protein looks strikingly similar to that of reaction
centers in Fig. 4a.
Our results show no indication that o-phen causes any
significant disturbance in the structure out to the third
coordination shell of the Fe. Because o-phen blocks elec-
tron transfer between the two quinones, this suggests that
4Elam, W. T., J. Loehr, and E. A. Stern. In preparation.
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FIGURE 9 Possible arrangements of the two quinone to the histidine
rings coordinating the Fe in reaction centers. (a) Quinones opposite side
of the Fe. (b) Quinones adjacent.
the quinones are not directly liganded to the Fe. The
sample from which one quinone was removed did show
changes in its spectrum, but the interpretation of this is
unclear because of the degradation of the sample. Other
recent M6ssbauer (35) and EXAFS (37) measurements
also indicate that the quinones are not attached directly to
the iron. One possibility is that the quinones are hydrogen
bonded to histidine rings linked to the Fe. This possibility
is schematically indicated in Fig. 9, with two possible
arrangements of the quinones to one another. The
quinones could be coupled to one another through the iron
if they are linked to histidines on opposite sides of the iron,
or they could couple to one another directly through
histidines attached side by side on the iron. Valentine et al.
(38) have discussed hydrogen bonding to histidines
attached to Fe in heme proteins.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Our measurements on the Fe site in reaction centers have
clarified the structure of its environment. First, o-phen
does not chelate the Fe. Its inhibition of electron transfer
between the two quinones must result from some other
effect. If o-phen disrupts the structure near the quinones,
this disruption does not cause an observable change in the
first three coordination shells of atoms around the Fe. This
suggests that the quinones are attached more than two
atoms from the iron. Further work should clarify this
point.
The first-neighbor atoms of the Fe appear to be mostly
nitrogens and are at an average distance of 2.14 A, which
is consistent with high spin ferrous Fe with nitrogen
ligands. The most likely structure ranges from six nitrogen
atoms to four nitrogens and two oxygens, all in an octahe-
dral arrangement. The larger first-neighbor distance
explains the stability of the ferrous form relative to the
ferric form of reaction centers.
The mystery of the unusual prominence of the distant
shell has been resolved by assuming that about three of the
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first-neighbor nitrogen ligands are histidine nitrogens.
This leads to an invisible second shell at 3.13 A, and the
prominent distant shell at 4.27 A composing the third
coordination shell. This interpretation is strengthened by
the similarity of the EXAFS spectrum to that of metazido-
hemerythrin, which has 2.5 histidine ligands per Fe. We
speculate that the quinones are attached to histidine ring
nitrogens in the third coordination shell.
It should be emphasized that the distinction we have
discerned between N and O is based on a limited k range.
This required us to utilize exactly the same range of k
space when comparing reaction centers with standards and
has necessitated the mathematical synthesis of an appro-
priate nitrogen standard as described in the beginning of
Section V. It is desirable to test the procedure against
additional standards, and work of this nature is planned.
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Lyle Jensen, Jon Herriott, George Feher, Mel Okamura, and Peter
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